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In this letter, we report a method of measuring the dynamic viscosity of self-propelled active
particles using an intensity-modulated optical tweezer. We have used a 6mm trapped polystyrene
bead suspended in a bath of motile bacterial cells as a probe. The response function amplitude of the
oscillatory bead directly measures the dynamics of the spatiotemporal structure of the motile
particles. We find that unlike passive systems, the viscosity is defined by distributions of response
function amplitudes that represent the long-range active temporal structures. Appropriate Langevin
equations are set up that capture all these essential features.
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Pattern formation of self-propelled active particles i
random media is of interest in biological systems and in
context of correlated dynamics in soft matter.1–3 In a recen
report, we studied the onset of dynamic correlation in s
propelled system of motile bacterial cells using an op
tweezer.4 These experiments used a dc optical tweezer
single particle tracking methods to analyze the time seri
the Brownian fluctuations of the trapped bead with and w
out bacteria. In the absence of an appropriate theor
framework for the dc experiments, we could only extrac
effective dynamic viscosity arising from the nonequilibri
nature of active bacterial bath. However, as the active
ticles are known to form spatially coherent structures wi
finite lifetime, the dc optical tweezer experiments were in
equate to capture the dynamical correlations arising
these structures of the active bacteria. In this letter,
present a method of using an intensity-modulated(ac) optical
tweezer to probe the temporal dynamics of the bacteria
gregates in the bath. Here, the response function amp
sRd corresponding to the frequency of the modulated op
tweezer probes the lifetimes of the coherent structures i
local fluid bath. Thus, the probability distribution of the
sponse function amplitudePsRd is used to differentiate an
characterize the active and passive rheology, not acce
through a dc optical tweezer. Langevin equations approp
to the situation are set up that capture all the essentia
tures observed in experiments.

Schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
1(a). The optical tweezer was set up by focusing an infra
laser beam(SDL-5400 series diode, 830 nm, 200 mW S
Inc. CA, USA, with L-3724B laser diode controller fro
ILX Lightwave Corporation, Montana, USA) to a
diffraction-limited focus using an objective lens(100X, N.A
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1.4, Olympus, Japan). A red diode laser(5 mW,635 nm
Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) was aligned coaxial to the infrar
laser for tracking the bead in the trap using backscat
light collected on a quadrant detector.5 The laser power wa
modulated at a predetermined frequencyv0 by the interna
sinewave generator of the lock-in amplifier(LIA ) (model
SR830 DSP, Stanford Research Systems, CA). The time se
ries of the trapped bead fluctuations in the inten
modulated trap was obtained, with and without bact
bath, using onboard DAQ(data acquisition card PCI-MI
-16EX10) and analysis was carried out using Labview s
ware (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The QD amplifie
output was given as input to the LIA and the frequenc
trap modulation as the reference frequency. The lock-in
plifier gives the imaginaryVi and realVr components of th
response of the bead fluctuation at the modulating s
frequency from which the amplitudesR=sVr

2+Vi
2d1/2d and the

phasesf=tan-1sVi /Vrdd of the bead response are calcula
One hundred points were collected in 20 s from the
(with an averaging time of 0.2 s), which is adequate for sam
pling the dynamics, but is short enough to ensure that th
no significant sedimentation of the bacteria in the med
The sample was stirred and then left for homogenizatio
about 30 s between any two experiments. Each exper
lasted for 2 h from the time of resuspension of the cel
the motility buffer. The motility buffer does not favor bac
rial growth and thus the cell number remains unchanged
have also confirmed, by microscopy, that the cell shape
size is not changed during the experiment.

Figure 1(b) shows plots of the histograms of the
sponse function amplitudesRd for various viscosities corr
sponding to different glycerol concentrations. Comparing
curves for water and glycerol, it is clear that for a gi
frequency,R is viscosity dependent. In water,R has large
mean and higher dispersion compared to that at highe
cosities for which the peak is located close to zero. The ml:

value of R in water shwater=1d is 0.14 and in glycerol 70%

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1791325
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shglycerol=23d is 0.02 and thus the response function am
tude is a good measure of these changes. In Fig. 1(b) (inset),
we plot the mean response function amplitudesRd as a func
tion of the trap modulation frequency. In general for
given viscosity, as expected, meanR decreases with increa
ing frequency. We note that the time scales of the for
frequency is long enough to allow the bead to relax c
pletely in the trap potential.

In experiments on bacteria,6 we have used the tim
scales of measurement ofR to be,20 s intervals, which i
much smaller than the sedimentation time scales. In this
text, it is pertinent to note that in the absence of sedime
tion, one should expect to probe all allowed configuration
the stationary state by monitoring the system over long
scales instead of the 20 s periods. However, as sedimen
is unavoidable, in each run lasting 20 s one expect
sample different coherent configurations present due t
active bacterial dynamics during this period. In orde
show the effect of correlated bacterial dynamics, a comp
tive plot of the distributions ofR for motile (active) bacteria
dead (passive) bacteria, along with watershwater=1d and
glycerol shglycerol=23d is presented in Fig. 2. It is clear th
runs 1 and 2 are very different. Further, from the trend
in Fig. 1(b) namely, the shift in the peak of the distribution
R to lower values for higher viscosity, one can conclude
these two responses should correspond to two distinct
figurations of the active bacterial dynamics. This also sh
that different structures of the coherent bacteria lead to
ferent viscosities in different runs, showing variability in
structure density, dynamics, and interaction with the p

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experiment.(b) Histograms of the respon
function amplitude of a bead trapped at different passive viscositie(at
different glycerol concentrations) at trap modulation frequencyv0=10 Hz.
Inset: The meanR values for 0% and 70% glycerol concentration a
function of frequency.
particle. Note that the concentration of the active bacteria
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was chosen such that the dynamic viscosity arising du
their presence is similar to that of 70% glycerol. Inter
ingly, for the same concentration of passive bacteria, we
that the behavior ofR is similar to that of water implying th
absence of aggregation.

In order to understand these results, we first mode
power spectrum of the trapped bead in a bacterial bath
out modulation.4 The motion of the bead trapped in a h
monic potential embedded in a viscous medium is us
described by ignoring the inertial effects using an o
damped Langevin equation:

g dx/dt = − kx+ j1std + FB. s1d

Here x is the displacement of the bead in the trap,g is the
viscosity term given byg=6phr (r is the bead radius andh
the bare viscosity), k is the trap stiffness,j1std is the therma
white noise andFB is the average external force imparted
the bacterial clusters on the bead. The bacterial cluste
varying sizes are subject to viscous damping and the
fluctuations described by

FB = mdv/dt = − bv + j2std, s2d

wherem is the mass of the bacterial cluster(assumed to b
composed of a few bacteria), b is the damping constant r
lated to the bacterial cluster viscosity, i.e.,b=6phR (R is the
cluster size), andj2std is the thermal white noise as expe
enced by the bacterial cluster. The statistical propertie
noise satisfy

kjistdl = 0,
s3d

kjistdj jst8dl = 2aidi j kBTdst − t8d,

wherei , j =1,2 anda1=g anda2=b. UsingFB=−bv in Eq.
(1), and going through a simple calculation gives the po
spectral density ofx,

Sbvsvd =
2gkBT

g2v2 + k2F1 +
b3

g

1

v2m2 + b2G . s4d

We note here that the effect of the bacteria enters throug
mass factor orb. Thus, form=0, (or b=0), we recover th
power spectrum density of the bead in the absence o
bacteria, i.e.,f=0. Further, we note that the effect of bac
rial concentration is reflected in the zero frequency limi
the power spectral density for any givenf to that atf=0
given by Sbvsf ,v=0d /Sbvsf=0,v=0d=1+b /g. This rela-

FIG. 2. Probability distribution of response amplitude of the trapped be
10 Hz laser intensity modulation in(a) 70% glycerol,(b) 0% glycerol,(c)
active and passive bacterial bath is plotted. Two representative experi
runs forfactive=0.01 are shown.
tion can be used to get an estimate of the mean size of the
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clusters. Assumingb=ag, where b is the hydrodynami
scaling of size of the clusters formed at any givenf, we get
a=2.1,6.4, and 15.7 forf=0.001,0.01, and 0.1, respe
tively. Thus the probe encounters on an average fifteen
terium at the largest experimental concentration in a coh
structure(need not be in a spherical form). It is known from
previous work2 that the bacterial motility follows a Maxwe
ian velocity distribution with an average velocity
20 mm/s. Using this it would require about 2.25 s fo
string of 15 bacteria to cross a 3-mm-diam confocal volume
an estimate that appears reasonable. Further, as shown
3(a), Eq. (4) fits the power spectrum density data for volu
fractionsf=0.1,0.01, and 0.001 very well.

For the case of frequency-dependent modulation, we
the stiffness constant to have the form

k = k0 + dk sinsvtd. s5d

We have carried out numerical simulations of the Lang
dynamics. The parameters used in the simulation ark0
=2.36310-6 N/m,dk=1.38310-6 N/m, and v0=10 Hz.
The width of the initial position is fixed to be within 50 n

FIG. 3. (a) The power spectrum density for the fluctuation time series
particle in a dc trapsv0=0 Hzd with different volume fractions of bacter
(Ref. 4). The solid lines are a fit to Eq.(4). (b) The simulation result of th
ac trap experiment(nonzerov0) using the model Eqs.(1), (2), and(5).
consistent with the experiments. The time series generate
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from simulations are processed exactly as in experim
i.e., the output time series of the simulation go throug
virtual LIA and we extract the response function amplitud
the given frequencyv0. The averaging is carried out ove
comparable number of histories(30). The distributions of th
amplitudeR are plotted for different experimental conditio
namely, for glycerol-70%, bacteriasf=0.01d, and for water
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the distributions obtained from sim
lations are qualitatively similar to those seen in experim
[Fig. 2(b)] including the range and positions of the maxi

In summary, we have developed an approach of usin
intensity-modulated optical tweezer to probe the distribu
in the effective dynamic viscosity arising due to long-ra
ordering of bacterial cells. The study shows that the vari
ity in the Fourier amplitude of the bead displacement a
driving frequencysv0d ,R, is a good measure of the loc
rheological properties of the fluid bath. Bacterial cells
namically form multiple temporal structures of short l
timess,1 sd and our probe directly captures the presenc
these short-lived bacterial structures. Using the Langevi
proach, we have captured all the dominant features o
long-range active correlations in the motile bacterial b
The study demonstrates that fluctuations of a particle tra
in an ac trap provide an improved method of measu
frequency-dependent phenomena at increased signal to
ratio. Such an approach has applications in probing
microrheological properties using a Brownian particle
bedded in a suspension of diverse viscous solutions.7–10
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